AREA WEATHERMEN ARRESTED IN RAIDS

(Continued from page 1)

he was a 16 year old guy who was on parole from reform school, and was hanging around with us a lot because he hated pigs and wanted to rip this country apart. The pigs then-issued him with a long sentence, smashed him in the face, and forced him to agree with the story they made up.

The 23 arraigned Tuesday were all free on bail by Tuesday night.

Eric Mann's surrender was marked by a scuffle and the re-arrest of five Weathermen. According to police detective Dominic Scalese the group arrived at headquarters and began pushing people on the sidewalks, "singing obscene songs, and ranting and raving." They were ordered by Chief Joseph Cusack to "get up against the wall." When they didn't uniformed officers were sent in to disperse them; they responded by shoving the officers and were then arrested at about 1:45 pm.

The Weathermen claim the scuffle began when some officers began making offensive remarks, and that when a policeman shoved a Weatherman, the Weatherman pushed back, and a melee ensued.

Arraignment was held before Judge Viola on charges of assaulting an officer and disturbing the peace. Mann was also arraigned on the conspiracy, anarchy and assault charge. Bail was set at $500 for Mark S. Gedal, $4000 for Eric Mann, and $1000 on the rest. As of this writing, they were still in jail and unavailable for comment.

They do exciting things. Like mining oil instead of pumping it. Working on air pollution. Making electricity from the atom. Isn't that the kind of company you'd like to work for?

We're a petroleum and energy company. But we believe that making our world a better place to live in makes good sense as well as good business. And this kind of thinking demands individuals with ideas and energy. People who can see the potentials—usual and unusual—which our products have for improving the world. People like you. Bring your ideals, and your motivation, where they'll make good things happen. See our interviewers on campus. Or send a resume to Manager Professional Recruitment, 717 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022.
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